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This game allows students to learn new science vocabulary
and relevant facts about elephants. This bingo game is a valuable curriculum
resource for any teacher who is teaching about elephants or other endangered
animals. Directions for play, calling cards (six to a page), and play cards
(four to a page), are included. (ASK)
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Materials: 54 Calling Cards, 20 EleFantastic Bingo
Boards, chips or buttons for marking boards.
Directions for Play:
The caller reads the definition from the calling card. Players check
their EleFantastic Bingo Boards to see if they have a word that
matches the definition. If a player does, the player marks it with a
chip or button. The first player to get three in a horizontal, vertical,
or diagonal row calls, "Bingo." In order to win, the player must use
each of the three words in a different sentence. The caller checks
to make sure the words were called and that the sentences make
sense. The winner becomes the next caller.
2 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Calling Cards
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A hunter who breaks






















A time in earth
history when large
areas of the earth's





The continent on which
small-eared, smaller
elephants with trunks with
one trunk-finger live.
Asia
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An extinct type of
elephant called "shovel ,














elephant who has big




























themselves with wet mud





The type of large cheek
tooth with which an
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The loud cry of an
elephant that sounds like





One of the long, large,
pointed pair of teeth
that stick out of an
elephant's mouth.
tusk









an animal species that
















A type of arge, hairy
hump-shouldered
elephant that lived in cold
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elephant who is the








During the dry season, an
elephant will do this with
its trunk to cover itself














A group of elephants.
herd
s
A large, ancient elephant
which lived in North
America during the Ice






The continent on which
larger, big-eared































seen doing this with
















Elephants have 3, 4 or
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V 11The ancie ancestor of
all elephants that lived 40
million years ago. This
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1Th is is the na e of he largest
elephant that was ever held in
captivity. It lived in the London
Zoo and traveled to America
with P. T. Barnum's circus.















Armies have used elephants in
fighting battles. Elephants
were covered with armor and
used to frighten and trample
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Elephants dig with their
tusks to get this mineral











The Hindu god who
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An insect that shapes
elephant dung into a ball
and rolls it away. I t lays
its eggs in the dung.
dung beetle
Working elephants
help in the lumber
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Flexible bumps at the end of
the elephant's trunk that the
elephant uses to touch and pick
up objects. Asia elephants




There is a saying that an
elephant never forgets.
An elephant has a very
good .
An animal t at lives in a
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